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1.TOPIC:-BATTERY 
Batteries are a collection of one or more cells whose chemical reactions create a flow of 
electrons in a circuit. All batteries are made up of three basic components: an anode (the '-' 
side), a cathode (the '+' side), and some kind of electrolyte (a substance that chemically reacts 
with the anode and cathode). 

 
# CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF LEAD ACID CELLS BATTERY 
Lead Acid Battery 
Definition: The battery which uses sponge lead and lead peroxide for the conversion of the 
chemical energy into electrical power, such type of battery is called a lead acid battery. The lead 
acid battery is most commonly used in the power stations and substations because it has higher 
cell voltage and lower cost. 

 
 
  
Construction of Lead Acid Battery 
The various parts of the lead acid battery are shown below. The container and the plates are the 
main part of the lead acid battery. The container stores chemical energy which is converted into 
electrical energy by the help of the plates. 
 
1. Container – The container of the lead acid battery is made of glass, lead lined wood, ebonite, 
the hard rubber of bituminous compound, ceramic materials or moulded plastics and are seated 



at the top to avoid the discharge of electrolyte. At the bottom of the container, there are four 
ribs, on two of them rest the positive plate and the others support the negative plates. 
 
The prism serves as the support for the plates and at the same time protect them from a 
short-circuit.The material of which the battery containers are made should be resistant to sulfuric 
acid, should not deform or porous, or contain impurities which damage the electrolyte. 
 
2. Plate – The plate of the lead-acid cell is of diverse design and they all consist some form of a 
grid which is made up of lead and the active material. The grid is essential for conducting the 
electric current and for distributing the current equally on the active material. If the current is not 
uniformly distributed, then the active material will loosen and fall out. 
 
plates-of-lead-acid-batteryThe grids are made up of an alloy of lead and antimony. These are 
usually made with the transverse rib that crosses the places at a right angle or diagonally. The 
grid for the positive and negative plates are of the same design, but the grids for the negative 
plates are made lighter because they are not as essential for the uniform conduction of the 
current. 
 
The plates of the battery are of two types. They are the formed plates or plante plates and 
pasted or faure plates. 
 
Plante’s plates are used largely for stationary batteries as these are heavier in weight and more 
costly than the pasted plates. But the plates are more durable and less liable to lose active 
material by rapid charging and discharging. The plantes plate has low capacity weight-ratio. 
 
Faure process is much suitable for manufacturing of negative plates rather than positive plates. 
The negative active material is quite tough, and it undergoes a comparatively low change from 
charging and discharging. 
 
3. Active Material – The material in a cell which takes active participation in a chemical reaction 
(absorption or evolution of electrical energy) during charging or discharging is called the active 
material of the cell. The active elements of the lead acid are 
 
Lead peroxide (PbO2) – It forms the positive active material. The PbO2 are dark chocolate 
broom in colour. 
Sponge lead – Its form the negative active material. It is grey in colour. 
Dilute Sulfuric Acid (H2SO4) – It is used as an electrolyte. It contains 31% of sulfuric acid. 
The lead peroxide and sponge lead, which form the negative and positive active materials have 
the little mechanical strength and therefore can be used alone. 
 
4. Separators – The separators are thin sheets of non-conducting material made up of 
chemically treated leadwood, porous rubbers, or mats of glass fibre and are placed between the 



positive and negative to insulate them from each other. Separators are grooved vertically on 
one side and are smooth on the other side. 
 
5. Battery Terminals – A battery has two terminals the positive and the negative. The positive 
terminal with a diameter of 17.5 mm at the top is slightly larger than the negative terminal which 
is 16 mm in diameter. 
 
Working Principle of Lead Acid Battery 
When the sulfuric acid dissolves, its molecules break up into positive hydrogen ions (2H+) and 
sulphate negative ions (SO4—) and move freely. If the two electrodes are immersed in solutions 
and connected to DC supply then the hydrogen ions being positively charged and moved 
towards the electrodes and connected to the negative terminal of the supply. The SO4— ions 
being negatively charged moved towards the electrodes connected to the positive terminal of 
the supply main (i.e., anode). 
 
lead-acid-batteryEach hydrogen ion takes one electron from the cathode, and each sulphates 
ions takes the two negative ions from the anodes and react with water and form sulfuric and 
hydrogen acid. 
 
The oxygen, which produced from the above equation react with lead oxide and form lead 
peroxide (PbO2.) Thus, during charging the lead cathode remain as lead, but lead anode gets 
converted into lead peroxide, chocolate in colour. 
 
If the DC source of supply is disconnected and if the voltmeter connects between the 
electrodes, it will show the potential difference between them. If wire connects the electrodes, 
then current will flow from the positive plate to the negative plate through external circuit i.e. the 
cell is capable of supplying electrical energy. 
 
Chemical Action During Discharging 
When the cell is full discharge, then the anode is of lead peroxide (PbO2) and a cathode is of 
metallic sponge lead (Pb). When the electrodes are connected through a resistance, the cell 
discharge and electrons flow in a direction opposite to that during charging. 
 
The hydrogen ions move to the anode and reaching the anodes receive one electron from the 
anode and become hydrogen atom. The hydrogen atom comes in contacts with a PbO2, so it 
attacks and forms lead sulphate (PbSO4), whitish in colour and water according to the chemical 
equation. 
# SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF ELECTROLYTE:- 
Specific gravity is the ratio of the density of the liquid being tested to the density of water. In the 
case of battery testing, the hydrometer is measuring the specific gravity of the battery's 
electrolyte. The higher the acid concentration in the electrolyte, the higher the specific gravity. 
 



You can measure the specific gravity using a hydrometer if you have flooded lead acid batteries, 
ones with caps on top that you can remove to get at the liquid (electrolyte) inside. Then look up 
the specific gravity in the following table to find the Depth of Discharge (DOD) of the battery's 
cell that you took the electrolyte from. If you have sealed batteries then there are no removable 
caps and you can't do this. 
 
DOD 2 volt battery 12 volt battery 24 volt battery 48 volt battery
specific gravity 
0% 2.10 12.70 25.40 50.80 1.265 
10% 2.09 12.58 25.16 50.32 1.249 
20% 2.08 12.46 24.92 49.84 1.233 
30% 2.06 12.36 24.72 49.44 1.218 
40% 2.05 12.28 24.56 49.12 1.204 
50% 2.03 12.20 24.40 48.80 1.190 
60% 2.02 12.12 24.24 48.48 1.176 
Discharged 1.75 11.90 23.80 47.60 1.120 
The electrolyte contains a mix of sulfuric acid and distilled water. 
 
Warning: These batteries contain sulfuric acid. Always wear goggles and rubber or PVC gloves 
when working with them. 
 
Readings will not be accurate if you've just added water. Wait a while before testing so that the 
new water has time to mix with the existing electrolyte. 
 
Each battery is made up of one or more cells. In the photo below there are three cells. To 
access the electrolyte you simply remove the cap, typically by unscrewing it. Make sure you do 
not drop anything into a cell. 
 
The battery's cells. 
The cells in a flooded lead acid Surrette/Rolls S-460 or S-530 solar battery. 
A cap removed. 
The cap removed from a cell of a flooded lead acid Surrette/Rolls S-460 or S-530 solar battery. 
The best, easiest to use and an affordable type of hydrometer is one that is a sealed cylinder 
with a squeeze bulb at one end and a small, flexible tube at the other end (see diagram below.) 
Inside is a float, something that looks like what you'd see in a mercury thermometer. Make sure 
you get one that tells you the values for the specific gravity and doesn't have just colors on it. 
The following diagram shows how to use it. 
 
Using a float-type hydrometer. 
How to use a float-type hydrometer to measure specific gravity of fluid from a battery. 
If the float in the hydrometer has numeric values on it for specific gravity, make a note of the 
value and the battery cell that you'd measured. If there are no values then the green indicates 
that the cell is charged, the white means it needs charging and the red means it's very 



discharged and needs charging but these are very rough indicators. Having the actual values is 
far preferable since you can compare the values for different cells and better monitor the health 
of each cell. 
# CAPACITY AND EFFICIENCY OF BATTERY:- 

1. BATTERY CAPACITY:-The amount of electricity a battery delivers within a certain time 
is called battery capacity or ampere hour capacity. 

The amount of current delivered by the battery depends up on the following factors:- 
● Number of plates of battery. 
● Area of plate surface in contact with the electrolyte. 
● Specific gravity i.e quality of electrolyte. 
● Temperature of electrolyte. 

# BATTERY EFFICIENCY:-  
Battery Efficiency. The battery efficiency is the ratio of the energy retrieved from the battery, to 
the energy provided to the battery, when coming back to the same SOC state. 
 
 1.Quantity efficiency= Ampere hour output /Ampere hour input 

2. ENERGY EFFICIENCY = Watt hour output / watt hour inpuinput 
 
 

The efficiency of a battery varies between 65 % to 85 % and depend up on following factors:- 
● State of charge 
● Temperature 

 
#   BATTERY RATING:- Battery Rating. The rated capacity of any battery expresses the 
average amount of current it releases over a period of time under normal use. This means that a 
battery with a rating of 200 Ah can deliver 20 amps of power at a constant rate for 10 hours. 

 
# NUMBER OF PLATES:-The “plates” of a battery are the electrodes. They contain the 
chemicals that store the electricity: normally by reducing one chemical and oxidising another. 
For example, a discharged lead acid battery has both plates filled with lead sulphate (or lead 
sulfate in US-made batteries.) 
# SELECTION OF BATTERY FOR PARTICULAR USE:-  
Selecting an appropriate battery for a particular application is important because the battery 
determines the number of hours for which the device can work without the need for recharging, 
the amount of weight it adds to the system, and how much it adds to the BOM (bill of materials) 
cost. Use- Electricity generation , mobile phone e.t.c 
 
  
 

 



 
 

 


